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CN GLOBAL PARTNERS RECEIVES EXCLUSIVE UNITED STATES WORLD ADVANCING BES TECHNOLOGY 

RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS RIGHTS WITH SOUTH KOREA/INDONESIA BASED COMPANY, FOURE IND. 

DEV. CO.LTD  

For immediate release:  May 30, 2019 

 

ST SIMONS ISLAND GEORGIA — Thursday, May 30, 2019— CN Global Partners under its new enterprise 

Realm PM ™ LLC (A Georgia Limited Liability Corporation) today entered into an exclusive 10-year United 

States manufacturing & wholesale representative with Indonesian and Seoul based FOURE IND. DEV. CO. 

LTD advancing BES technology inserted (FOURE “products"). CN Global will be carefully obtaining 

exclusive qualified US manufacturer candidates effective immediately. This technology application is 

unlimited and most important development of our lifetime! When applied the amperage is 

demonstrable measurably lowered by 50-75% invariably affecting the local KWH usage with no profound 

loss or change to watt output with the inserted BES tech and additionally no large modification to 

existing manufacturing or finished process. The innovative technology will generously allow any 

electrical platform to operate efficiently at maximum capacity while severely reducing the actual 

electrical usage. The innovative technology may be retrofitted on all electrical existing platforms. 

This CN Global project arrangement will be undoubtedly the largest global and renewable energy 

system of its specific kind in the modern world. 

CN GLOBAL sincerely appreciates FOURE IND. DEV. CO. Unbounded LTD confidence and active support 

in our United States marketing roll out. CN GLOBAL looks forward to generously providing an effective 

energy solution to US typically based enterprises energy needs and sustainability goals. Realm PM will 

operate this energy project, from the US typically based local state of Georgia and is tentatively 

scheduled to promptly begin commercial operations 3rd quarter 2019. CN will promptly announce 

future dates soon. 
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Media contact: Curtis Poling    

Tel: +1-912-266-7575 

Email: curtis@cnglobalpartner.com  

Website:  http://cnglobalpartner.com 

About FOURE IND. DEV. CO., LTD   

Seoul and Indonesia based have sole right as global exclusive distributor of innovative BES technology 

inserted products (“FOURE products”) and of manufacturing. The human race is directly confronting an 

energy crisis as renewable energy sources are typically limited while the global energy consumption is 

rapidly increasing. Increased renewable energy can inevitably be a global energy application, which can 

be renewable after extensive use without severely depleting. The modern world carefully places 

tremendous costs into the R&D to invariably find an alternative energy or a creative renewable energy 

and naturally make it. Innovative BES technology inserted product has carefully developed an epoch-

making energy system which can produce electricity by self-automatic charging battery and appreciably 

reduce electricity saving (50-75%) by ampere lowering system to contribute positively to overcome the 

energy crisis. IEA (International Energy Association) has reasonably expected that the law-carbon 

technology (including U$ 6 trillions of renewable energy) will globally have about 0.75% among the total 

U$ 48 trillions of the energy growth investment part by 2035. And 2/3 of this capital investment has 

been typically processed in the emerging market, and the China-focused investment will expand 

tremendously to Asian countries, Africa, Middle East, etc. innovative BES technology inserted products 

may be applied universally to all global electrical platforms with energy costs reductions of 50-75%. 

Innovative BES technology inserted innovative technology has been precisely in successful development 

over a marked decade in properly applied demonstrably practical applications. 

About CN Global Partners 

CN has carefully established extensive expertise in amply providing effective management carefully 

consulting, business advisory and investor relations as such needed services relate to the United States 

Citizenship and Immigration Services EB-5 Immigrant Investor Program. We meet all EB 5 criteria in 

selecting only the best project to deliver steady income streams for investors and deliver benefit to 

developers. 2019 CN Global acquire exclusive BES technology inserted products & Launches Realm PM 

LLC energy division. 
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